All lectures are open to the public thanks to the generosity of THE KLOPSTEG FUND, and are held in THE HAGSTRUM ROOM (University Hall 201) on MONDAYS from 4:00 – 5:30 p.m.

fall quarter 2015

October 5, 2015

MICHELLE MURPHY
History | University of Toronto
"Dying, Not Dying, and Not Being Born: Experimental Exuberation in Bangladesh"
**co-sponsored by the Department of History

October 12, 2015

FREDRIK MEITON
SHC and History | Northwestern University
"Electrical Palestine: Jewish and Arab Technopolitics under British Rule"

October 19, 2015

STEFANIE GRAETER
SHC and Anthropology | Northwestern University
"An Ethical Objectivity in a State of Corruption: Catholic Science and Heavy-Metal Monitoring in Peru’s Mantaro Valley"

WINTER QUARTER 2016

January 11, 2016

PAUL RAMIREZ
History | Northwestern University
"How to Immunize a Colony: Promoting Medical Techniques in Mexico"

January 25, 2016

MARION FOURCADE
Sociology | UC Berkeley
"The Ordinalization of Society"
**co-sponsored by the Department of Sociology

February 22, 2016

NICOLE NELSON
History of Science | University of Wisconsin-Madison
"Knowledge Byproducts in the Mouse Laboratory: Learning about Environments While Doing Genetics"

February 29, 2016

ANTO MOHSIN
Liberal Arts | Northwestern University Qatar
"Powering PELITAs: Electrification and Development in New Order Indonesia"

spring quarter 2016

April 4, 2016

NIKHIL ANAND
Geography, Environment and Society | University of Minnesota

April 25, 2016

DAVID KAISER
Program in Science, Technology, and Society | MIT

May 2, 2016

HANS-JÖRG RHEINBERGER
Max Planck Institute for the History of Science | Berlin

May 9, 2016

CYMENE HOWE
Anthropology | Rice University

May 16, 2016

JIMENA CANALES
History | University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign